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EU dairy under pressure?
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Dairy under pressure

Societal debate NL (NGO’s state):

▪ Reduce no. animals (climate)

▪ Animal welfare concerns

▪ More grazing and biodiversity

▪ Higher milk price for farmers
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How to act as dairy industry?



EU Climate Policy 2050  80% GHG reduction vs. 1990
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Agriculture (2050 low-carbon roadmap)
As global food demand grows, the share of agriculture in the EU's total emissions will 
rise to about a third by 2050, but reductions are possible.
Agriculture will need to cut emissions from fertilisers, manure and livestock and can 
contribute to the storage of CO2 in soils and forests. Changes towards a more healthy 
diet with more vegetables and less meat can also reduce emissions.

Milestone 2030:

▪ Non-ETS: 30% reduction vs. 
2005

▪ Division sectors up to 
member states

▪ From 2020: no reduction (or 
positive) in LULUC

What will be the 

implications for dairy?



What is the scientific perspective?
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Planet at risk, agriculture contributes significantly
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EU agriculture as 
share of total EU 

impact between 12% 
for global warming 

and 59% for N water 
quality impact.

(Leip et al., 2015)



Why so much focus on livestock?
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- Increasing global demand (increased population, increased income) 

- Higher land use compared to vegetable products (feed-food competition)

- Higher emissions compared to vegetable products (methane, manure)

- Animal welfare

Sources:
- FAO (2006) 
- Krausmann Fridolin et al., 2008. Ecological Economics 65(3), 471-487.



Contribution of livestock to EU agriculture impacts



Impacts of EU dairy production (PEF)
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Impacts not fully covered:

- Carbon Sequestration

- Preserving Biodiversity

- Maintaining landscape



A broader perspective....
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Societal effects of food: exploration of a new methodology. 
Wageningen Economic Research, 2017.



Positive side of EU dairy (benefits)

▪ Providing essential nutrients

▪ Economic pillar of rural areas

▪ Maintaining landscape & biodiversity

▪ Utilizing by-products as feed and manure as fertilizer

▪ Utilizing grasslands (convert inedible protein)

▪ Dual purpose (milk and meat)

▪ Carbon sequestration
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How can dairy industry act on this?
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The sustainability puzzle for dairy

Benefits

Impacts
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Maximize and show 

benefits, e.g.

• Circular economy

• Grassland utilization

• C Sequestration

• Nature & Biodiversity

Reduce impacts, e.g.

• Optimize nutrient management

• GHG reducing technologies

• Optimize water management

Avoid trade - offs

• Between environmental impacts

• Animal welfare

• Social impacts & acceptance

Assure economic sustainability

• Incentives for farmers

• Stable and supporting policies

• Demand for sustainable products

• Long term strategies & aligned policies
• Incentives for farmers
• Credible B2B systems -> added value

• Insight in actionable practices (incl. 
cost-effectiveness)

• Benchmarking tools (e.g. ANCA, CFT, 
CAP2R, Carbon Navigator)

• Innovation projects (e.g. manure 
processing)

• Outreach to farmers (next slide)

• Synergy in mitigation measures
• Make dilemmas transparent
• Stakeholder dialogue

• Projects on positive impacts 
(e.g. 4 promille)

• Concepts to monitor 
biodiversity, resource use 
efficiency and societal effects

• Innovative farming systems
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• Organise solar panels
• Organise data exchange

• Price premiums
• CAP payments?
• Other subsidies / advantages

• Introduction of indicators
• Shifting norm campaigns

• Workshops
• Benchmarking tools
• Open days/excursions

• Quality systems
• Minimum standards
• Criteria for volume growth

Outreach to farmers (examples)


